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Blanch, Belinda

From: Grant Gilbert <g@gilmot.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 15 April 2015 9:05 PM
To: Adjudication
Cc: Lonsdale, Andrew A (Andrew.Lonsdale@se1.bp.com); Rob Gilbert; Deane Wilkins
Subject: A91485-A91487 - BP Australia - submission

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: Submission

I have been approached by our franchisor of some 40 years, BP Australia to commit to a “loyalty program” which 

would sequestrate back to BP,  an amount per litre of wet stock sales roughly equivalent to the gross profit per litre 

we traditionally retain after public sales with posted pump prices. 

Gilbert Motors Pty Ltd declined the invitation for the obvious reason that we would  need lift posted prices to the 

public to advantage those customers who enrolled in their ‘loyalty program’. The outcome would place their 

franchisee at a disadvantage, and the general public similarly disadvantaged as their price would be higher to fund 

the enrolees, for at the most optimistic gloss, an uncertain long term advantage. 

We have been engaged continuously in petrol retailing in the Adelaide Hills for over 90 years, currently in a massive 

change of traditional marketing.  We are one of a declining number of private sites with a reseller Agreement 

enforcing upon us 100% supply with the franchisor in the certain knowledge that competitive resellers have 

negotiated significantly more favourable fiscal supply deals with our supplier. 

That said, we remain somewhat perplexed about the ramifications of supplying a submission to such a lofty body as 

the ACCC. We know nothing of the outcome/process but stand by our statement of facts and our reasons for 

declining the offer by BP Australia to enrol in their program. 

Should due ‘authorisation’  process embolden them to enforce their terms upon us we would elect to close our 

activities and cease being a franchisee of BP Australia, I admit to perhaps misunderstanding this process but offer 

this comment as submissions close this date. 

Sincerely………… 

 

 

 

Grant  Gilbert 

The Gilbert Motors Group of Companies 

 

 

 

Gilbert Motors Pty Ltd | BP Mt Barker | EuropCar Mt Barker | Sud's CarWash 

District Representative: Royal Auto Association of SA Inc | Spud's FuelStop 

57 Adelaide Rd, Mt Barker South Australia  5251 

34 High Street, Strathalbyn South Australia  5255 

0419 807 113 

g@gilmot.com 
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